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The contention of my paper is that there 
are still ways, explored only to a limited 
degree in recent literature, by which 
state mining enterprises can be used for 
enhancing national economic growth. 
They require, however, a judicious com
bination of government planning and au
tomatic incentives. In reviewing recent 
literature, two main topics emerge that I 
do not want to deal with here. 

First, the criticism of overcapacit/, 
falling prices and relative marginaliza
tion of Third World mining, by which 
state mining enterprises tend to become 
a burden for the foreign exchange posi
tion of Third World countries.2 This ar
gument advocates more institutionally 
established cooperation with TNC min
ing enterprises in order to benefit from 
vertical integration, better marketing and 
risk-sharing foreign capital. 

Secondly, criticism of inefficiencies 
in managing state mining enterprises, 
due to which possible differential rents 
based on better natural resources in rela
tion to competing enterprises, based on 
low quality deposits, are wasted on con
sumption within state mining enter
prises. This argument is put forward in 
order to advocate more liberalisation or 
more autonomy for the respective enter
prises. 

I do not deny that these are important 
problems. But even if they were re
solved, any analysis of the possible con
tribution of state mining enterprises to 
national economic growth would still be 
limited to the means of appropriating 
possible rents for national development 
purposes, to be defined and executed by 
national planning agencies. With a very 
radical approach there could even be a 
split between the state mining enter
prises, which produce minerals, and the 
rent-collecting agency, which determines 
monopolistically the sales of the prod
ucts, as in Algeria with the restructurin:f
of SONATRACH in the early eighties . 
Such a general analysis of how best to 
allocate income generated from mineral 
exports is certainly useful, but it would 

leave out other possible contributions of 
state mining enterprises to economic de
velopment. 

Mining was a powerful leading 
sector for industrialization in 
today's developed countries of 
the West and the East 

In concentrating on the problems of min
ing in Third World countries, we often 
overlook the fact that, historically, min
ing has been a pull sector for industrial
ization. Mining has provoked the cre
ation of a whole railway technology. 
Starting in underground mines this tech
nology was later applied to short-dis
tance transports and led to the railway 
revolution. Steel-making technology, 
canal construction and the steam-engine 
have probably been advanced consider
ably because of the mining sector. 

We must therefore ask why mining 
sectors in the Third World do not pro
voke similar fundamental transforma
tions in the economic structures of their 
respective countries. The controversy 
over whether or not mining creates infra
structure and skills seems minor when 
confronted with the transformations that 
mining has triggered off in the industrial 
countries in the last century. I therefore 
do not discuss to what extent roads, rail
ways, the professional training of a lim
ited number of workers employed in 
mining enterprises in Third World coun
tries, constitute an asset for national de
velopment. Any reply to this type of 
question should be a nuanced one, which 
would have to balance these effects 
against the creation of a more or less en
clave pattern relation of the mining sec
tor to the rest of the national economy. 
Infrastructures and professional training 
can only promote national economic de
velopment if they provoke a diversifica
tion of the productive structure through 
industrial growth. 

That mining countries have been 
rather inefficient in promoting such di
versification is a fact unanimously. ex-
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pressed in recent literature 4• The reason
is simple: mining normally provides the 
economy with foreign exchange and a 
foreign exchange rate which discourages 
industrial and even agricultural produc
tion for the export as well as the local 
market, if appropriate development poli
cies are not applied in order to counter
act this specialization5. 

Industrial underdevelopment 
and the emergence of state 
mining are two aspects of the 
process of underdevelopment, 
and of the attempts to 
counteract it 

The reasons for the development of min
ing in the Third World are well-known. 
The depletion of rich deposits near the 
centres of consumption of minerals has 
made rich Third World deposits compet
itive first in regions of easy access, espe
cially near the coasts of the countries of 
the South. This means that the increase 
in performance of mining equipment in 
the North has been counteracted in the 
industrialized countries by the decrease 
in the quality of ores mined. 
The production of equipment, however, 
is concentrated to the industrialized 
countries. The increase of the perfor
mance-cost ratio of mining equipment 
may have been faster or slower in rela
tion to the increase in other machine
building industries in the West. In any 
case, however, there has been a consid
erable increase in the productivity of 
mining equipment in line with average 
productivity increases in the industrial 
countries. 

The competitiveness of Third World 
countries in mining reflects the fact that 
productivity has reached the same level 
as in the industrial countries, whereas 
Productivity in other industrial produc
tion lines lags far behind, especially in 
the construction of mining equipment 
which has become progressively heav
ier6. Recent developments in Third 
World mining show that the tendency of 
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capital-intensive technologies to lower 
unit costs of production at any rate of 
real wages has been enhanced. This ten
dency was already visible at the start of 
mining production in Third World coun
tries around the beginning of this cen
tury. There are only a few exceptions to 
this tendency, eg, tin mining in Malay
sia. The superiority of capital-intensive 
technology applies also to equipment for 
mineral processing where technologies 
have become more and more capital-in
tensive. 

Difference in productivity compared 
to the leading industrial countries is the 
characteristic of what I call underdevel
opment: "Structural heterogeneity". 

Structural heterogeneity is defined as 
diverging total factor productivities in 
different production lines. Such diver
gences are in complete contradiction 
with orthodox liberal or Marxist eco
nomics. Both schools assume a mecha
nism of equalisation of factor productiv
ities through price and factor move
men ts. Structural heterogeneity has two 
consequences: 

Higher factor productivities in one 
production line allow the appropriation 
of rent. This rent may be hidden in an 
overvalued exchange rate. It. may be ap
propriated through taxes. It may appear 
as profits in monopolistically operating 
enterprises 7•

Diverging factor productivities do not 
allow the restructuring of the productive 
apparatus by market mechanisms in the 
event of changes in demand. Import
competing production lines may have 
even too high costs in the event of rais
ing prices when levels of productivity 
are low compared to the mining sector. 

It should be noted that productivity in 
the Thi¢ World countries compared to 
the industrial countries is lowest in the 
labour-intensive sectors in which high 
technology and equipment is produced. 
This applies also to the machine-build
ing sector. New machinery is introduced 
only if it lowers unit costs. Technical ad
vance in machine-production increases 

the performance-cost relation of the 
equipment, which under competitive 
conditions will lead to productivity in
creases in the production lines that use 
that machinery. TechnicaL progress is in 
this way partially transferred to the users 
of the machinery both in the industrial 
countries and in Third World countries 
in the form of an increase in the ratio 
between production and capital costs, ie, 
capital productivity. Third World coun
tries do not participate in the accumula
tion of know-how in machinery produc
tion nor in the resources for financing 
research and the development of the next 
generation of machinery. Benefits 
reaped by the sellers of the most effi
cient equipment8

• The productivity gap 
widens in the machinery production be
tween North and South. 

The specialization of Third World 
mining countries in mining is based on 
the fact that productivity in other export
oriented or import-competing industries 
is considerably lower than in the mining 
industry. This structural heterogeneity 
could only disappear if prices for raw 
materials were to go down. As the price
elasticity of demand for minerals is low, 
total foreign exchange earning will de
crease, as long as productivity in export
oriented or import-competing industry 
does not increase. However the deterio
ration of the foreign exchange position 
which this solution implies is politically 
unacceptable. 

The emergence of state 
enterprises in mining is based 
on structural heterogeneity 

The structure of the productive appara
tus of Third World countries implies that 
we can expect industrial diversification 
to be most easily achieved if investment 
goods, especially machinery, are im
ported, due to the fact that locally pro
duced machinery is characterized by a 
much lower performance-cost ratio. Ac
cumulation thus depends on the volume 
of foreign exchange. This has led to the 
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debate on declining terms of trade, 
which only damage underdeveloped 
countries because they do not possess a 
diversified production structure. From 
this debate and from differences in natu
ral resources endowment between indus
trial and underdeveloped countries, the 
demand for better raw material prices 
and rent appropriation through taxes and 
- given the transfer pricing practices of
affiliates of vertically integrated TNCs -
nationalisation has emerged9

• 

The state mining enterprise is based 
on an attempt to appropriate the mineral 
rent. This mineral rent is based on struc
tural heterogeneity, high productivity in 
the mineral sector in relation to the rest 
of the economy. 

Rent is an ambiguous income. 
It is a source for financing 
industrial restructuring and 
diversification, but rent is not 
automatically used for this 
purpose 

In contrast to the profit receiving capi
talist, the earner of rent is not compelled 
to invest it in technical progress in his 
plant10

• If he uses the rent for expanding 
production he may even have to cut his 
prices. This would lead to the disappear
ance of rent. In order to transform rent 
into productive capital, the rent must to 
be shifted to production lines outside the 
rent-generating sector. In these produc
tion lines profitability is lower than in 
the rent-generating sector. Therefore, 
such a shifting of financial resources to 
low productivity branches requires polit
ical intervention. 

Rent allocation as well as rent appro
priation requires state intervention. Any 
discussion about the inefficiencies of 
state mining enterprises and of govern
ment intervention in the economies of 
mining countries should take into ac
count the fact that the use of the mining 
sector for the promotion of economic di
versification r�ires state intervention 
if the economy in question is not pre-
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pared to forego available foreign ex
change earnings by expanding mineral 
production and by lowering the interna
tional value of its national labour power 
to levels where new export and import
c_omReting industries become competi
llve 

The question how to use rent in the 
most efficient way can only be answered 
in the framework of a general discussion 
of how to overcome underdevelopment 
through local machinery production, se
lective machinery import and the expan
sion of the local mass market. My con
clusions on this problem have been 
stated elsewhere and will not be re
peated here 12

• 

But one remark is necessary: without 
creating a local machinery production 
capacity, the link between im:P.Qrts and 
accumulation cannot be broken13 . 

The attempt to diversify in 
downstream operation by 
processing raw materials 

A certain number of countries have di
versified their productive apparatus 
through processing raw materials. This 
attempt has been thwarted by the mo
nopolistic practices of TNCs, by barriers 
in the industrialized countries and by 
various objective factors. My conten
tion, however, is that diversification 
through the processing of raw materials 
will not lead to the structural transfor
mation of the economies of the Third 
World, if very implausible conditions are 
not met. 

Let us first state that there have been 
late-comers in industrialization who 
have been able to diversify through raw 
material processing. The successful ex
amples, for instance the Nordic countries 
in the 19th century and Cuba, have 
transformed their raw materials by 
building the necessary equipment lo
cally. This has been one of the bases of 
their machine-building industry 14

• Pro
cessing with the use of imported equip
ment, on the contrary, will not greatly

contribute to local technical capacities 
nor to local earnings. Mineral processing 
has become very capital-intensive and 
technology which can be produced lo
cally is rarely available. An increase in 
earnings may occur through processing. 
Retained earnings will increase consid
erably in relation to investment in other 
production lines if the following drains 
on foreign exchange do not outweigh ad
ditional earnings: financing charges of 
capital invested in processing. If capital 
productivity is low in processing, capital 
servicing will constitute a waste of re
sources in relation to alternative equip
ment imports. Economies of scale: the 
high degree of sophistication of technol
ogy and marketing problems are the 
main reasons for a low degree of capital 
productivity in Third World mineral pro
cessing compared to ;,roduction sites in
developed countries 1 • The local content 
of fixed capital in mineral processing is 
low. Multiplier effects are minimal and 
mostly restricted to construction. The 
considerable difference in local content 
between the Brazilian petrochemical in
dustry and the Arabian petrochemical in
dustries shows that raw material pro
cessing can have a pull effect only if 
conscious efforts of promoting metal 
working (and not of promoting mineral 
processing) have been achieved16

•

It may certainly be attractive to con
sider that the share of the mineral pro
ducer in total value added of final prod
ucts should be raised. But as value added 
is - under competitive conditions -
the result of the cost of factors employed 
at the various degrees of manufacturing 
of the product, an increasing degree of 
processing will lead to increasing 
growth of value added in Third World 
countries, if the "factors of production" 
required can be produced locally, at least 
to a certain degree, and at costs which 
allow competitive prices for processed 
products without lowering the entry 
prices of minerals used below the world 
market price. Engaging in processing by 
offering such lower prices could how-
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ever be justified, if technologies locally 
produced were available. An enlarged 
market for such technologies would con
stitute the basis for local equipment pro
duction which in tum would broaden the 
skill basis of the society. 

Increased processing of minerals 
should be evaluated by state-mining en
terprises from the point of view whether 
technology can be depackaged and to 
what extent components of such plants 
can be produced by the local industry at 

17 reasonable costs .

The attempt to diversify 
upstream 

It is probable that the mining equipment 
is less sophisticated and more general 
purpose than in the downstream area. 
Lorries, derricks, hoists, shovels and 
conveyors belts used in mining may be 
of sophisticated types and may reduce 
costs. But this equipment only allows a 
command of metal work, casting and 
milling, whereas mineral processing 
would require chemical processes, spe
cial alloys, etc. In addition, heavy equip
ment can be replaced by less heavy 
equipment in mineral production based 
on rich deposits. This may raise costs. 
But if this lighter equipment is produced 
locally, the rise in cost is offset by the 
creation of a local metal working indus
try. 

At least in the first phase of industri
alization, a mastery of metal working is 
essential, because all machinery is com
prised of judiciously conceived and pre
cisely worked metal parts. 

Producing at higher cost with locally 
manufactured equipment implies that the 
mineral rent is transferred as a subsidy 
to the local equipment and machine
building sector. 

State mining enterprises should thor
oughly investigate the possibilities of 
utilizing the advantages of rich and more 
accessible deposits than those available 
to mining enterprises in industrial coun-
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tries, accepting higher operation costs 
than those possible with imported equip
ment by using locally produced equip
ment18. Creating a market in the mining
sector for such locally produced equip
ment would support the expansion of a 
local metal-working and machinery 
building sector, which could easily di
versify into the construction of ma
chinery for other sectors19.

New cooperation agreements with in
ternational contractors should take ac
count of this problem of backward link
ages. The rent can be appropriated in a 
fiscal form by taxing the products. It 
can, however, also be appropriated by 
enforcing higher local participation in 
the construction of the mining equip
ment. This could be combined with at
tractive conditions for metal working 
and machine building enterprises from 
the North, especially small and medium
scale enterprises, which have a strong 
interest in transferring their management 
and production know-how, because they 
cannot afford to rely on qualified per
sonnel from their home plant for too 
long a period20.

In contrast to mineral processing, up
stream integration has a greater spread 
effect because more of the technically 
down-graded equipment could be pro
duced locally. The products concerned 
could be also used in other production 
lines. The skills acquired can be used in 
the production of other metal goods and 
machinery. 

On institutionalization of the 
spreading of rent for growth 

The now conventional wisdom of criti
cizing state mining enterprises for high 
operating costs may appeal to liberal or
thodoxy. But it risks obscuring the fact 
that without state intervention uneven 
specialization will not provide impetus 
for technical capacities in metalwork 
and machine building in the Third 
World. This is so because the compara-

tive disadvantages of the Third World 
countries are largest in this sector. Even 
such countries as South Korea and Tai
wan have consciously attempted to uti
lize cost advantages in their export in
dustries by producing required equip
ment at initially higher cost. The com
parative advantage based on low labour 
costs in some technically simple indus
tries has been used either to integrate the 
industry upstream or to subsidize skill 
formation in technically more compli
cated industries21.

It has been the contention of this 
paper that the impact of such skill for
mation in the production of equipment 
for mining is higher at comparable cost 
than in mineral processing. 

If the state mining enterprises are 
asked to contribute to overall national 
development, the onus of the required 
reduction of operation costs has to be 
shared. Certainly, the cost incurred by 
the different purposes assigned to state 
mining enterprises are difficult to quan
tify. This may lead to a feather-bedding 
of management. Imprecise definitions of 
purposes can lead to the confusion of 
"necessary", and hence admitted, and 
unnecessary higher costs. A strategy 
which taxes mining equipment imports 
and subsidizes local production of min
ing equipment could be combined with a 
simultaneous operation of TNC affiliates 
and local state mining enterprises. This 
would give the government the possibil
ity of evaluating necessary costs and 
would induce the TNC affiliates to trans
fer themselves or to induce their foreign 
suppliers to transfer know-how and pro
duction capacity to Third World mineral 
producing countries in the mining equip
ment sector. State mining enterprises 
which are run on a commercial basis but 
to which the increase of local content in 
equipment is assigned, can .be evaluated 
on the basis of the lower performance
cost relation of such local equipment. 
Criteria for evaluation will become more 
objective if higher costs can be mea
sured by higher costs of locally pro-
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duced equipment in relation to its tech
nical performance. 

Institutionalization of such linkage 
effects can be promoted in two ways, the 
regime for equipment imports and the 
choice of mining sites. 

In order to make sure that the produc
tive utilisation of the rent does not de
pend on day-to-day decisions of admin
istrative agencies and state mining enter
prises, the local production of equipment 
for mining has to be protected. This can 
be done by devaluation combined with 
relatively easily administrable export 
duties on products already competitive 
at the previous foreign exchange rate. 
Probably, given the high lag in machine 
building, further protection for this sec
tor or for some parts of it may be neces
sary. The precise extent of such mea
sures depends on the degree of industrial 
development and on the size of the mar
ket for mining equipment. As Third 
World mineral producing is highly con
centrated in some countries and as some 
of these countries are producing various 
minerals with equipment of roughly the 
same type, upstream markets may be 
quite large. 

A policy of slowly increasing the 
local content, similar to that successfully 
applied in the manufacturing sectors of 
the more industrialized among the devel
oping countries, may be imitated by the 
mineral exporting countries, but it must 
be conceived and announced at the start 
of the construction, because the whole 
conception of the mine production pro
cess depends on expectations as to the 
equipment available during the course of 
exploitation of the mine. 

On the other hand, the period of very 
costly bi� mining seems to be drawing
to an end 2. The exploitation of smaller
deposits, where the ore is however of 
higher quality, may narrow down the 
cost differential between the use of less 

More liberalism and less state 
mining or more efficient state 
interventionism? 

The fact that state mining enterprises 
have run into a financial crisis is not due 
to the mere fact that they are state enter
prises, but to the fact that in the absence 
of other profitable production lines, 
there is a strong tendency to consume 
the mineral rent. This tendency did not 
emerge with the state mining enterprise, 
but existed long before and was quite 
compatible with private ownership of 
means of production23. On the other 
hand, there are state mining enterprises 
in developing and developed countries 
which are quite efficient and which have 
contributed to national economic devel
opment in upstream and downstream 
production lines. 

The pressure by mine workers to con
sume rents 24 does not date from the es
tablishment of state mining enterprises. 
Very high wages were paid for example 
in the Chilean copper industry25, long 
before nationalization, and the conflict 
between the Allende government and the 
mine workers was due to the workers' 
attempt to reduce wage differences in 
Chile. 

The problems advanced against state 
mining in Third World countries are 
therefore connected with rent and not 
with ·the state ownership of production. 

It is only possible to support the argu
ment for the reduction of state owner
ship of production if private enterprise 
can be shown to be more efficient in 
using rent than public enterprise. This 
contention can be refuted by two simple 
arguments: 

Private enterprise could appropriate 
rent for itself and - under oligopolistic 
conditions - maintain a pricing strategy 
whereby low-cost Third World ores sup
port the continued mining of low grade 
ores in the West in order to obtain cost 

sophisticated locally produced equip- reductions as well as security of sup
ment and very sophisticated imported plies. In that case, the rent would not be 
technology. available for Third World countries but 
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instead contribute to higher real incomes c 
in the North. 

It is clear that under the actual condi
tions of the international system this is 
politically unacceptable to the South. 

Private enterprise cannot channel 
capital from profitable production lines 
to less profitable ones. Because of struc- , 
tural heterogeneity, private enterprise in t 
mining can only marginally contribute to i 
economic diversification. 

Mining has not discouraged eco
nomic diversification in Third World 
countries because mines were owned by < 
the state, but because productivity levels f 
in mining led to exchange rates becom
ing too high for other production lines to � 
become competitive. 

Therefore, the growing overcapacity < 
-in mining in the Third World is also due 
to the low productivity in other sectors. 
Everybody tries - instead of attempting 
the difficult task of economic diversifi
cation - to increase mineral production. 
As this occurs in a climate of mutual dis
trust between TNCs and Third World 
countries, in addition to Third World 
mining capacity increases, Western min-
ing capacity grows even if marginally 
profitable deposits have to be devel
oped26. Technical progress is oriented to 
increase productivity from secure but 
otherwise noncompetitive deposits. 

Political distrust, in turn, is the result 
of the existence of rent. The appropria
tion of rent is the outcome of a political 
struggle. The amount of rent is deter
mined by the supply of low-cost miner
als in relation to demand. The smaller 
this supply, the higher the costs for the 
marginal producer and hence the market 
price and rent are higher. The appropria
tion of rent depends on the power rela
tionship between the resource and the 
producer who transforms the product 
into a saleable commodity. 

As state mining enterprises do not 
control the production of mining tech
nology nor the production of processing 
technology and as there are imperfec
tions in the markets for crude, semi-pro-
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cessed and even processed minerals, 
state mining enterprises use political 
power linked to sovereignty of resources 
in order to match the superiority in bar
gaining power of TNCs that is based on 
technology and market access. 

It is hence clear that the problems 
which the world mineral industry faces 
today are all the result of the economic 
and political consequences of rent on the 
national, Third World and the interna
tional level. Waste, unwise expansion of 
capacity, lack of proper accounting, re
deployment of production into secure 
areas and mutual distrust can be avoided 
if national economic development of 
Third World countries no longer depends 
on rent but on a more diversified pro
ductive apparatus. I do not want to dis
cuss here comprehensive development 
strategies, but it should be clear that 
only the state can channel rent to pro
duction lines where productivity is still 
low or for which markets will exist only 
if complementary investment is realized 
or if increases in consumer incomes cre
ate sufficient outlets. What is required is 
not more liberalism in a generai way, but 
a more efficient state interventionism for 
promoting economic diversification27. 

That rent leads to considerable prob
lems in promoting economic develop
ment is well known. Discussing the 
terms-of-trade problem, H.W. Singer has 
not only stated that productivity gains of 
Third World countries may lead to wors
ening terms of trade but also that good 
terms of trade discourage diversifica
tion28. In addition, the appropriation and 
the allocation of rent require a central
ized economic state apparatus, the func
tioning of which cannot be adequately 
described with the categories of the ad
ministrative sciences29 . This apparatus, 
by virtue of the importance of its re
sources in relation to the rest of the sur
plus in their economies, is not controlled 
by powerful rivalling social forces 
Which would push it toward economic 
diversification. Any attempt to reinforce 
mechanisms which favour the channel-
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ling of rent to new production lines 
should therefore be welcomed. 

At the level of the state mining enter
prise I see three major mechanisms: 

• The rent element in income should be
made visible by carefully restricting the
multi-purpose functions of state mining
enterprises.

• Social services, above-national-aver
age working conditions, overstaffing as
a contribution to employment, etc.
should be avoided.

• As far as possible, automatic means of
rent transfer to production lines which 
create skill formation in the metal work
ing and machine building sectors 
should be established. 

I have shown that the down-grading of 
mining technology and restricted access 
to equipment imports would be such an 
automatism. 

The dependence of a growing number 
of workers and entrepreneurs on the 
channelling of rent to the promotion of 
their production, as would occur if rent 
was spent for increasing local equipment 
content, would constitute a counter
weight to the consumption of rent within 
the rent-generating sector. 

It is, however, evident that such 
mechanisms can work satisfactorily only 
if the overall economic policy of the 
Third World government in question is 
committed to the promotion of technical 
skills and - as I cannot demonstrate 
here - to the use of a growing mass 
market for the local production of mass 
consumption goods with an increasing 
share of locally produced machinery in 
order to create a local technical basis30, 
which in turn will ensure that imported 
technology not only is consumed but 
also assimilated, providing thus an impe
tus toward increased capacity for local 
technical innovation. 

The state mining enterprises contribu
tion . to this strategy may differ from 

country to country according to the level 
of industrial development and to the size 
of the market. But if its linkages are not 
to be confined solely to rent generating, 
it has to contribute to this thrust of di
versification by adapting its technology 
to upstream capacities of production. 
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